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Planetary  Weapons  and  Military  Weather  Modification:  Chemtrails,  Atmospheric
Geoengineering and Environmental Warfare

By Rady Ananda, December 01 2015

Developed in 1988 by the United Nations Environment Programme and the UN’s World
Meteorological Organization, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) just
published [in 2013] its Fifth Assessment Report and maintains its silence on military weather
modification applications which continue to skew the data.

The Pentagon, The Climate Elephant. The US Military Machine is the World’s Worst
Polluter of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

By Sara Flounders, December 01 2015

First published by International Action Center and Global Research in September 2014. The
US military machine, is the world’s biggest institutional consumer of petroleum products and
the world’s worst polluter of greenhouse gas emissions.

Climate Change, Rising Levels of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Global Warming

By Jack A. Smith, December 01 2015

This article first published in December 2013, documents the failure of the Climate Change
COP19  Conference in Warsaw. What prospects for Paris COP21?
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Climate Change, Geoengineering and Environmental Modification Techniques (ENMOD)

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, November 30 2015

Discussion of ENMOD is taboo. It is an unspoken truth. Scientists dare not address it as part
of  the  debate  on  climate  change.  ENMOD technologies  not  only  exist,  they  are  fully
operational.  Confirmed by  US military  documents,  a  typhoon,  a  tsunami  or  an  earthquake
can be triggered by the use of ENMOD technologies.

Weather Warfare: Beware the US Military’s Experiments with Climatic Warfare

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, November 29 2015

‘Climatic warfare’ has been excluded from the agenda on climate change.
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